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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the forms of economic challenges for the joint venture infrastructure projects. 
Economic challenges are divided into internal and external challenges. The methodology applied is quantitative approach. The 
outcome of the research indicates that the critical internal economic challenge is vague financial documentation and the external 
economic challenge was legal conditions. Thus, this paper encouraged the joint venture company to implement the post 
counteractive act plan as an innovative business tactic to continue the joint venture’s survival to augment the quality of life 
among contractors that execute joint venture on the other. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
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1. Introduction 
The construction industry currently contributes 4 per cent to the Malaysian Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and is 
expected to contribute 5.5 per cent to the Malaysian GDP up to 2020 (CITP, 2015). In conjunction with that, major 
infrastructure projects planned make construction, even more, critical due to the intense demand for infrastructure 
development as in according to RMK 11 and Economic Transformation Plan of Malaysia (ETP). The government 
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had allocated 120 billion MYR to develop infrastructure projects that are targeted to serve the community in the next 
5 years. A muscular encouragement from the government has attracted many contractors to execute joint venture by 
joining their proficiency in constructing highway, bridges and tunnels. The benefits of having a joint venture are the 
keenness to share the technologies, assets, and ethnicity which be seen as a major contribution to the triumph of the 
Malaysian infrastructure projects. The favorable connections depart as enacted in the contracts agreement which 
ultimately both parties aspire for a win-win situation. Therefore, having the projects done by the joint venture 
approach can be significant to the industry players as the management and relationships are dissimilar from the 
conventional practice. Muhammad and Torrance (2004) have defined joint venture as two or more parties that 
jointly execute a commercial enterprise which may take the form of consortium, partnership, and joint venture. 
According to CIDB (2015), among 5,267 registered joint venture contractors, 10% of it was the foreign contractors 
that implemented joint venture projects consisted of Civil Engineering Contractors 66%, Housing Developer 21%, 
and Specialist Sub- Contractors 14 %. In 2014, 7,590 of joint venture projects registered to the CIDB involving 
project cost more than 100 million ringgit. The situation unambiguously underlines the current demand of 
contractor’s joint venture in infrastructure development in Malaysia. Entrance from the foreign contractors is 
considered as the platform for the survivals of local contractors as they both executed sharing resources, managerial 
pattern and technology adaptation. A joint venture can be an upheaval mechanism nonetheless if the economic 
surveillance is not being observed as the imperative doctrine in the financing management during the projects’ 
execution. The financing management can affect the joint venture performance, internal and externally. By that 
means, quality of life of the contractors could be affected. The quality of life can be described with the general well-
being of a person or society, defined in terms of health and happiness, rather than wealth. If the financial 
management poor, the quality of life among contractors will get worst by occurrence of the conflict and contractor’s 
behavioral react towars dissatisfaction to another collaborated partner.  
2. The joint venture practice in infrastructure projects 
Joint venture execution is different than the conventional types of procurement; contractor’s joint venture 
involved two or more parties formed a joint venture.  The strategy is for the reason that to achieve their business 
goal, as they opt for high- risk investment by engaged in  partnership and joint venture pattern of contracting. Table 
1 describes the stages of financing joint venture projects according to the inception stages to the completion of the 
projects. 
Table 1. Stages of financing joint venture infrastructure projects  
Stage Government  Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) Financer  
Inception Intention to develop Form  the joint venture with agreed 
relational contracts  
Intention to invest / Provided loan  
Pre- tender  Request for proposal Prepare pre- development plan and 
document 
Received pre- development plan  
Tendering Process  Evaluation of bidding tenders  Bid tender Evaluate development appraisal  
technically and financially 
Construction  Award the projects to the joint 
venture  and authorize land 
acquisition  
Start construction  Finance the project in pre- agreed 
amount  
Completion  Owner of the project with certain 
period of concession 
Maintain the infrastructure within the 
concession period 
Received the return of  investment 
from the infrastructure  
During the inception stage, the national budget is provided for the country development, and government acts as 
the agents who facilitate and monitor the delivery and operation of the projects. From the pre tender stage, the 
government will request for a development proposal from the Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV), and evaluate the 
tender according to government regulations and awards the tender to the qualified joint venture. As for the SPV, 
they need to form a joint venture from numerous aptitude contractors with an agreed relational contract apply and 
prepared the pre- development to bid for the tender. The joint venture contractors choose to share capital; equity, 
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resources, liability, but simultaneously facing the risk which involves paying the borrowed funds to the financer. 
When the proposal is accepted, the construction needs to start with a financial collaboration with the government 
and the financer. The financer is conceivably from bank, a private entity that is ready to risk their capital and often 
expecting to gain from the investment once the evaluation on the technical and financial ability of the contractor’s 
joint venture completed. The concession contracts agree within a stipulated period of time to return the projects back 
to the user, thus requires the SPV to facilitate the maintenance works during the operation of the infrastructure. 
3. Financing the contractor’s joint venture in infrastructure projects  
Financing the large scales projects becomes challenging when it comes to securing and raising capital. The 
contractors have several alternative sources of funding in order to sustain the financial flow and to avoid any 
dissatisfaction between collaborated partners.  The method of financing consists of the sources of increasing capital, 
international sources of funding, long term and short term projects funding. From the listed sources of funding, 
contractors prone to use debt for capital, leasing for the machinery and factoring for the materials to finance projects 
and ensure the survival of the joint venture.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1. Sources of Project Funding (Gunn, 2008) 
4. Financial dissatisfactions in contractor’s joint venture infrastructure projects  
Financial distribution unequivocally has declared the relational performance of the joint venture and despite the 
decision making in the joint venture, economic aspect can be the trickiest predicament to tackle. Managing monetary 
resources, distribution of the financial support and securing profits make up the science of economics that are 
necessary for the contractors to deal with. The dispute happens, and the dissatisfaction between the partners occurs. 
The situation will lead to a low quality of life among the contractors. As reported by Ma.T and Voo. M (2010), 
Malaysian case study projects have suffered delays in the construction project delivery and overrun costs. Cost 
overrun, increased borrowing cost and overdue delivery of projects listed as the common dissatisfactions happen 
during the construction implementation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Increasing capital 
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Fig.2. Financial Dissatisfactions in Contractor’s Joint Venture Infrastructure Projects 
5. Economic challenges as the instrument to paralyze the contractor’s quality of life  
The challenges, according to the Oxford dictionary as the hurdle or objection in implementing something. In the 
context of construction joint venture, there is numerous challenges need to be faces, such as political, risk, culture 
adaptation and economics.  The divergence rises from the economics perspectives of the SPV which consists of the 
joint venture of contractors as they have allocated all of their assets as in the contracts.  Bamford, J., et al. (2004) 
reported in 1991, the performance of 49 joint ventures and alliances has found that only 51% were successfully 
subjected to each partner had achieved returns greater than the cost of capital.  The challenges in economic may 
have existed due to the dependency among one another as underpinned by Howes, R. and H. Robinson (2005);the 
life cycle financial imperatives and related sustainability needs will play a vital part in the consideration and 
determination of financial strategies and these should be assessed in relation to their potential to generate user 
income.  
Table 2.  Challenges of Joint Venture 
Authors Challenges in JV  
Adnan et. al (2004)  Political 
Risk 
Economic 
Culture adaptation 
Governance 
 
MacMillan, R. G. I. C. (1985) Internal support 
Convincing the stakeholder 
Economic Risk  
 
Kublin, M. (1991). Asset Valuation   
Profit 
Operational Control 
Bakar, Z. A. (2009) Contractual 
Political 
Procurement  
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Financial and economic intensity 
Design problems 
Construction  
 Cultural 
Atkins, M. (2014) Disputes 
Economic Equality 
Management preferences 
 Funding requirements 
Bamford, J., et al. (2004) Strategy 
Governance 
Economic  
Organization 
Abd-Karim, S. B., et al. (2014) Economic performance  
Risk reduction 
economies of scale and scope 
 production  
 Technologies 
 local acceptance 
Ding (1997) Economic performance  
Risk reduction 
economies of scale and scope 
 production  
 Technologies 
local acceptance 
 Matthews (2001) culture 
 geographical 
 locations  
 Organization 
 politics of joint-venturing 
(Beamish & Lupton, 2009). Financial 
Market Entrance  
 
From the previous study on the joint venture challenges, Adnan et. al (2004) , MacMillan, R. G. I. C. (1985), 
Bakar, Z. A. (2009), Atkins, M. (2014), Bamford, J., et al. (2004), Abd-Karim, S. B., et al. (2014), Ding (1997), 
Matthews (2001), (Beamish & Lupton, 2009) had agreed with the economic challenges as the critical issues 
meanwhile only one author emphasized on the assets ownership. Economics challenges are a pressure impending 
from internal and external of the organizations, in the long run, the economic challenges would bring dissatisfaction 
among collaborated players and lessen the quality of life of the groups. The challenges are in the form of economic 
and financial dissatisfaction, risk reduction, political stance, organizational integral, technologies apply, local 
acceptance, culture adaptation, design problem, poor and operational implementation. Summarized from the above, 
Figure 2.0 below annotated the most common joint venture challenges in the industry is economic and financial 
dissatisfaction which has been a major hurdle implementing a successful joint venture meanwhile poor operational 
implementation and design problem are the least critical challenges in joint venture project. Therefore, the research 
on the various types of economic challenges is mainly needed to augment the survival and quality of life of the joint 
venture in the aspect of financing. 
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Fig.3. Most common challenges in JV 
Economic push to the joint venture is derived from the external and internal challenges occurred. External 
challenges may come from the taxes imposed to the venture, fluctuating currency exchange rates, competition 
policy, legal conditions, labor - market legislations, difficulties of handling with bank transactions and account 
opening, insurance premium and coverage towards joint venture companies. Internal challenges in practice are 
rooted from the imbalance in ownership which has reduced the likelihood of survival, ambiguous agreement to 
distinct the joint venture equity, changes of business strategy in the middle of joint venture, willingness to share the 
costs of producing expensive launch sites and technology, uncertain profit loss shared in the contract and ineffective 
risk mitigation plan. Additionally, both challenges will create a dispute in the joint venture if the top management 
lacks in financial ability to trounce the illness in the organization, resulting the joint venture to opt for termination as 
a way out from the miserable relationship. Even worse, if the joint venture is formed between the local and foreign 
contractors, the challenges they see as the major economic paralyzing instrument that will lead to failure can be 
miscellaneous in any sense.  Considering the high failure rates of IJVs (Makino and Beamish 1998), the economics 
hurdle in joint venture deserves substantial highlights. That has been supported by Atkins. M (2014), one common 
reason that ventures dissolve is because of economic inequality. In addition, Adnan et.al (2004) highlight that joint 
venture projects are subjected to various challenges; technological, financial, and legal, equity control, and profit 
margin, and size compatibility, socio – cultural and political.  The purpose of forming a joint venture to resolve the 
financial scarcity’s equation is beaten when ironically, the challenges exist economically.  
6. Research methodology  
The research methodology adopted in this study is quantitative method. This method is chosen due to its 
reliability and objectivity. Using the questionnaire survey, the sample chose from 5 numbers of foreign contractors 
and 5 numbers of local contractors that have registered with the CIDB, which involved in the joint venture projects 
specialist in the construction of infrastructure in Malaysia for more than 10 years time. The infrastructure projects 
selected from contractors building bridge, highway, hospitals and airports. The perceptions are needed from both 
local and foreign contractors due to the different affect they may experience from the challenges – good or bad. Both 
samplings can provide a different outcome and that is the chance to seek verification of the results based on the 
similar question distributed. The questions are derived from the literature review. The data analysis for quantitative 
data conducted using SPSS version 16.00. The data recorded by searching for the mean, median and standard 
deviation. From that process a cross tabulation analysis done to the keyed in data.  
7. Result and analysis  
The results indicate as follows; 
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7.1. Quantitative results 
Table 3. Economics challenges in joint venture in infrastructure projects 
 
Table 3 indicates the economic challenges on infrastructure joint venture projects between local contractors and 
foreign contractors. For internal economic challenges, the local contractors agreed that vague joint venture to 
distinct equity in the agreement as the major hurdle achieving financial satisfactions among collaborated partners. 
The foreign contractors agreed the critical internal challenge is uncertain profit loss shares in the contractual 
agreement. Meanwhile for the external challenges, the local contractors stated that fluctuating currency and 
exchange rates as the most challenging economic issue to deal with. The foreign contractors annotated that taxes 
imposed to the venture has been their major external economic challenges. The reflection of the result is the 
documentation in terms of financial benefits needs to be upgraded by both parties to boost the financial 
performance. For the external forces, the government in the parents company need to supervise the taxes rate and 
fluctuation of currency in the country as the factors influence the survivals of the foreign contractor’s joint venture. 
The least challenges that have affected the joint venture are ineffective risk mitigation agreed by both contractors for 
the internal challenge. However for least critical external challenges for public contractors is the insurance premium 
and coverage towards joint venture companies and for foreign contractors is the difficulties handling with banks 
transactions and account opening. The results show that the contractors have the least problem with the parents’ 
Item  Economic challenges on Joint 
Venture Implementation in 
Infrastructure Projects?  
Local Contractors   Rank  Foreign Contractors Rank  
Mean  Median Std. Dev Mean  Median Std. Dev 
  Internal                 
1 Imbalance in ownership reduces the 
likelihood of survival  
4.20 5 1.095 5 4.00 4 0.707 4 
2 Ambiguous agreement to distinct the 
joint venture equity 
4.40 4 0.548 1 4.00 4 0.548 3 
3 Changes of business strategy in the 
middle of joint venture 
4.20 5 1.095 4 4.40 4 0.548 2 
4 Willingness to share the costs of 
producing expensive launch sites 
and technology 
4.00 4 0.707 2 4.20 4 0.837 5 
5 Uncertain profit loss shares in the 
contract 
3.80 4 0.837 3 4.80 5 0.447 1 
6 Ineffective risk mitigation plan  4.00 4 1 6 4.20 4 0.837 6 
                 
  External             
1 Taxes imposed to the venture  4.20 4 0.700 5  5.00 5 0.000   1 
2 Fluctuating currency exchange rates 4.60 5 0.548 1  4.20 4  0.447  2 
3 Competition policy and legal 
conditions  
4.20 4 0.837 2  3.80 4  0.837  4 
4 Labor - market legislations  4.20 4 0.837 3  4.20  4 0.837  5 
5  Difficulties handling with banks 
transactions and account opening 
4.20 4 0.837 4 4.40  5 0.894  6 
6 Insurance premium and coverage 
towards joint venture companies 
4.40 5 0.894 6  4.20  4  0.447  3 
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company when dealing with insurances and banks. The economic challenges can result further financial 
dissatisfaction between the contractors and if it is unable to be solved at the very beginning, the termination of the 
joint venture might occur as the way out from the miserable joint venture. Therefore, questions on significant of 
learning the economic challenges are developed.  
Table 4. Significant of identification economic challenges to joint venture towards contractor’s quality of life  
 
Table 4 shows contractor’s opinion on significant of identification economic challenges to the joint venture in 
infrastructure project towards contractor’s quality of life. Both contractors agreed that they could prepare with post - 
remedial actions to enhance the quality of life of the contractors and they see the termination of the joint venture as 
the final option because the termination of the joint venture will cause more loss rather than profits. With the 
remedial actions, the quality of life between contractors will improve as the financial dispute is solved by identifying 
the challenges that may occur during the joint venture implementation in infrastructure projects.  
8. Conclusion and recommendations  
As the conclusion based on the study, local contractors pointed that the economic challenges internally came 
from the   vague joint venture to distinct equity in the agreement and foreign contractors pointed that uncertain profit 
loss shared in the contractual agreement as their greater internal economic challenges. These forces show that the 
need of having an appropriate contractual agreement for financial before embarking themselves into the joint 
venture. For the external economic forces, the local contractor strongly stated that the fluctuation and exchange rates 
Item   Significant of identification  
economic challenges to joint 
venture in infrastructure project 
towards contractor’s quality of life  
Local Contractors  Rank  Foreign Contractors Rank  
Mean  Median Std. Dev Mean  Median Std. Dev 
1 Prepared with post - remedial 
actions to enhance quality of life 
of the contractors  
5.00 5 0.00 1 4.80 5 0.447 1 
2 Continued positive interaction, 
long-term relationship and 
dialogue between the business 
decision-makers 
4.20 4 0.447 2 4.60 5 0.548 2 
3 Replaced dispute with problem-
solving approach  
3.80 4 0.837 6 4.60 5 0.577 7 
4 To prepared with personal 
indicators before embarking  into 
joint venture in future projects 
4.20 4 0.837 5 4.20 4 0.837 8 
5 Proposed with alternative business 
plan that can save the joint venture 
from termination  
4.00 4 0.707 4 4.60 5 0.548 3 
6 To avoid conflicts develop in 
crucial strategic areas 
3.60 4 0.548 3 4.40 4 0.547 4 
7 To delay the termination of the 
joint venture deal as the 
termination could be the last 
option. 
4.20 4 0.837 7 4.40 4 0.547 5 
8 To assess the joint venture from a 
deep combination of existing 
businesses which could be another 
way out from the failing joint 
venture 
4.20 4 0.837 8 4.60 5 0.548 6 
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as their major hurdle and on the other hand, tax imposed to the venture could affect the foreign contractors’ 
performance. Therefore, the government in the parents’ company shall interchange the government policy in taxes 
and currency value to sustain the economic growth from the construction industry. The benefits of having a clear 
sight on the economic challenges are to allow the contractors to come up with the post-remedial actions as the 
separation of the joint venture should be the last resort to solve the economic problems and financial difficulties in 
order to achieve a good quality of life and mutual satisfactions. The outcome of the result used as the preliminary 
survey in author’s future research.  In closing with this, the aim and objective of the researchers are successfully 
achieved. 
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